The main fiber pathways are constructed to the distribution points located throughout the city.

Contractors and utility employees arrive in your neighborhood to mark the locations of existing lines in preparation for local construction.

We construct the fiber path from the distribution points directly to utility easements in your neighborhood.

CONSTRUCTION

PRICING & CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

100Mbps Residential Fiber Internet + GIGACENTER WIFI $69.99 per month

Residential Telephone $31.60 per month

500 Mbps $99.99
1 Gbps $149.99

Unlimited LD $29.95

Multi-service discount of $5.00 per service available!

Contracting Partners

Western Iowa Networks

www.westianet.com

Phone: 712.775.2946
Toll Free: 888.508.2946

For construction updates go to fiberbuild.westianet.com

Prior to installation, the fiber will be connected to the side of your home or business.

The fiber is tested to ensure a clean, continuous path for the light to travel down.

When splicing and testing are complete, the fiber is sealed in a splice case and coiled back into the pedestal, ready to be accessed for individual installations.

The WIN team & contractors will be utilizing splicing equipment at the pedestals in your neighborhood to separate the individual fibers that will eventually connect directly to your home or business.

Your WIN technician brings a direct fiber connection into your home or business and connects it to our GigaCenter residential gateway.

We test to make sure your services are working correctly, and ensure you’re ready to fully enjoy the fiber future with WIN.